Fast, reliable solutions
from America’s leading provider
of emergency fueling services.

When five major hurricanes hit the
U.S. mainland & Puerto Rico, we
dispensed 28 million gallons of fuel &
performed over 150,000 fuel deliveries

Oceangoing fuel barge that traveled from
U.S. mainland to Puerto Rico carried 8
million gallons of fuel. From the dock,
Macro fuel trucks were filled to capacity
then dispensed fuel throughout the
country and surrounding islands.

The 2017 and 2018 hurricane seasons proved to be both hyperactive and catastrophic – with an unprecedented five major
hurricanes hitting the United States. Throughout this string of natural disasters, Macro Emergency Fuel Management
performed flawlessly – delivering fuel and related services to multiple regions of the mainland as well as Puerto Rico and
U.S. Virgin Islands simultaneously while never missing a delivery.
The first major hurricane in over a decade occurred in August 2017 when Hurricane Harvey hit Texas. Macro immediately
undertook a leading role in providing fueling services in the wake of the storm. Meanwhile, just weeks later in September,
Hurricane Irma slammed into Florida – after having already hit the US Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico. Macro deployed
more resources and personnel to assist relief efforts in Puerto Rico and Florida, while still dealing with the situation in
Texas. Then disaster struck again later that month when Hurricane Maria completely devastated Puerto Rico. The team
at Macro was more than ready, and was actually the first U.S. based fuel supplier on the scene.
The performance of the Macro team throughout this five-storm period was extraordinary. We performed over 150,000
fuel deliveries and dispensed 28 million gallons of fuel during this time. At peak performance we had 427 fueling trucks
and 375 support personnel in action at the same time. In addition, we established a Macro-based satellite (V-Sat) system
to ensure phone and internet communication with team members.
Our efforts in Puerto Rico were particularly vital, as the island’s entire electrical grid was heavily damaged. With no
commercial flights available, Macro chartered a jet to fly 40 fuel truck drivers to the scene.
We also utilized an oceangoing fuel barge that traveled to and from Puerto Rico to transport
and disperse eight million gallons of fuel throughout the country and to surrounding islands.
Macro also chartered an offshore supply boat to transport 21 bobtail fuel trucks from
Louisiana to Puerto Rico as part of our 250 fuel-dispensing assets on the ground.

Macro supply boat arrival at
San Juan, Puerto Rico Port.

Military Humvee fueling water pump
in high water conditions.

These relief efforts were crucial, as we were fueling generators for hospitals, nursing homes and critical infrastructure
throughout the island. To ensure efficient communications, Macro also employed many local Puerto Rican residents to
help facilitate relief efforts.
Our team was still hard at work in Puerto Rico in 2018 when disaster struck the U.S.
mainland again. On September 14th, 2018 Hurricane Florence hit the Carolinas followed
by Hurricane Michael, the third most intense hurricane to ever make landfall in the
United States, devastating the Florida Panhandle in October. The Macro team was able
to respond to these two new disasters while
simultaneously continuing our relief efforts in
Puerto Rico.

Water tower in Mexico Beach,
Florida was toppled during
Hurricane Michael.

On December 31, 2018, Macro finally wrapped up our operations in Puerto
Rico – having served as the first and last fuel supplier on the scene. This
extraordinary period covering 17 months is proof of Macro’s capabilities,
commitment and reliability. Our team is always prepared to help and able to
deliver – even in the worst multiple disaster scenarios.
Bay County Sheriff ’s helicopter
landing in parking lot to receive
jet fuel during disaster relief
activities following Hurricane
Michael.

After high volume usage from first responders, larger fueling trailer with
8,500-gallon capacity gets replenished with one of our 4,000-gallon bobtails
at staging location in Port Arthur, Texas.

A Macro bobtail fuel truck
is staged in base camp
supporting wildfire crews
while fire rages in the
background.

Fast, reliable emergency fuel solutions
Whenever and wherever disaster strikes, there is an immediate need for fuel to aid in recovery – and that’s why
Macro is always prepared to help. Over the years we have provided emergency fuel, fuel dispensing equipment,
logistics and management services to federal, state and local government agencies as well as utility companies,
businesses and contractors who need to mobilize quickly following disasters. From Hurricane Katrina to the
Haiti earthquake to major ice storms in the Midwestern U.S. – we have a proven track record for fast response,
reliability and unsurpassed expertise in emergency fuel management services.

Experience you can turn to in any disaster. Headquartered

Refueling airboats during
hurricane relief efforts.

in Broussard, Louisiana, Macro has been an industry leader in fuel services since 1929.
We have the capabilities and resources to respond to man-made or natural disasters
anywhere in the United States as well as abroad, and can support both short-term
and long-term relief efforts. The range of disasters we respond to include hurricanes,
ice storms, tornadoes, wildfires, oil spills, earthquakes and power outages. In addition,
our location near the gulf coast has given us many years of experience in both prestorm preparation and post-storm relief when it comes to hurricanes.

These utility trucks were fueled by Macro
after hurricane hit gulf coast region.

8.500 gallon fuel trailer

Extensive resources.
Comprehensive solutions.
Guaranteed performance.
Macro owns and operate the industry’s largest fleet of fuel transportation and
dispensing equipment 100% dedicated to emergency response. Since we are not
brokers, we have instant access to these resources – which means we can respond more
quickly and efficiently to any disaster. Our experience and comprehensive approach to emergency fuel management is
unsurpassed in the industry, and we are also committed to the highest standards of safety and adherence to environmental
regulations. We provide service 24/7 and 365 days a year, with capabilities including delivery of transport loads of fuel
(gasoline, diesel, Jet A or Avgas), mobile vehicle fueling, temporary fuel depots, fuel logistics services and more. All of
our trucks are manned by experienced personnel and equipped with GPS tracking and navigation – and we provide
various refinery pick-up points for fuel throughout the U.S. In addition, we offer detailed recording and reporting of
critical data including date, quantity, fuel type, vehicle description, and equipment number for all fuel received and
dispensed. Post event reporting is available in a spreadsheet format.
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Mini-Mobile
fueling stations
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Fueling generator
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High water fueling vehicle

1,100 gallon Bobtail

The power of mobile fueling
Among the most vital equipment we offer are the Mobile Fueling Trailer and the Mini-Mobile Fueling Station.
These complete, portable fueling solutions consist of a self-contained power source that combines high volume
dispensing capabilities with maximum portability. In addition, these units are placed in a spill containment berm for
increased safety and environmental protection. Other safety features
include a grounding cable for vehicle refueling, spill response kits and
safety cones.
Mini-Mobile Fueling Station
• Total fuel storage capacity – 1,528 gallons
• All tanks are dual-walled
• Multiple high volume fueling points
		 with hoses on reels
• Fueling points have meter registers
• Self-contained power source plus separate
pumping system for gasoline and diesel
• Corner jacks for stability
• Equipped with portable spill containment
		 berm, spill response kit and fire extinguisher
Mobile Fueling Trailer
• Total fuel storage capacity – 8,500 gallons
• Setup and ready to dispense fuel
		 in minutes. Eight high volume
		 vehicle refueling points
		 (18 gallons per minute)
• Fueling points have meter registers
• Grounding cable for vehicle refueling
• Self-contained power source plus separate
pumping system for gasoline and diesel
• No special transportation permits required
• Equipped with portable spill containment berm,
		 spill response kit and fire extinguisher

Eight fueling points help get
emergency vehicles moving
quickly.

Mini-Mobile Fueling Station
has both gas (528 gals) &
diesel (1,000 gals) capacity.

Macro personnel dispense fuel and record critical data including date,
quantity, fuel type, vehicle description and equipment number.

Bobtail fueling military vehicle after recent disaster.

The latest in fuel delivery equipment
and the service to back it up
From versatile bobtail trucks for mobile vehicle refueling to portable bulk fuel storage tanks and much more – we have
all the fuel delivery systems and equipment that are vital to any recovery effort. Our full line of equipment includes:
• Transport Trucks
• Bobtail Delivery Trucks
• Mobile Fueling Trailers
• Mini-Mobile Fueling Stations

• Personnel To Dispense Fuel
• Portable Fuel Storage Tanks (500 to 20,000 gallon)
• Vacuum Trucks
• Fuel Dispensing Equipment

Services include: Vehicle refueling, generator refueling,
nighttime refueling at staging area, fuel transportation,
temporary fuel depot, evacuation support refueling and
detailed record keeping of fuel dispensed.

Bulk fuel-loading rack at Macro

Personnel dispense fuel from Mobile Fueling Trailer.

Macro has responded to139 disasters
in 36 states, Haiti, Puerto Rico & US Virgin Islands!
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Types of events that we have responded to:

19 HURRICANES / TROPICAL STORMS

Large scale events include: Katrina & Rita (2005), Gustav & Ike (2008), Isaac & Sandy (2012),
Matthew (2016), Harvey, Irma & Maria (2017) and Florence & Michael (2018)

82 WILDFIRES

9 TORNADOES & HIGH WINDS

19 WINTER ICE STORMS

1 PIPELINE LEAK

4 FLOODS

1 EARTHQUAKE (2010 – Haiti)

4 ENVIRONMENT SPILL DISASTERS

We also have an entire fleet of
Military-Grade Rapid Deployment Equipment

24-Hour Disaster Response Hotline: (844) 887-6114

P.O. Box 1257 • Broussard, Louisiana 70518 • Ph 337-839-5000 • Fx 337-839-5001 • Toll Free 800-737-3835

For more information about any of our services,
call us at 1-800-737-3835 or visit www.MacroCompanies.com.

